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the title of the song is derived from afghan
poet sayyid waliullah (1872-1953), who had
said that women should not use lipstick, as it
is forbidden for a woman to show her face and
for a man to see her bare legs. directed by
anurag basu, lipstick under my burkha
explores the inner lives of two women in a
small town in india that is as patriarchal as its
society at large. one of the women, nandini
(played by karol bagh screenwriter konkona
sen sharma), runs a business catering to men
on their trips to the local railway station. but
when her friend, umi (played by kahaani ghar
ghar kii star plabita borthakur), begins to
question the ways in which she lives her life,
nandinis world is threatened by a strange
visitor. the instagram account of female
comedian aahana kumra does not just focus
on the videos, but also other related material.
it is also very popular because of the behind-
the-scenes pictures. here are some of the
video from the instagram account of aahana
kumra. you can see it on instagram . wow, in
this video which is uploaded by veejayaward
trophy winner aahana kumra, she performs
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indian ganga songs with dance. let's watch her
performing with her dancing and costume. this
is really awesome. ranbir kapoor, nandana
sen, aditi rao hydari, abhay deol and kay kay
menon have been cast. ms nihalani was
replaced by another bureaucrat, prasoon joshi,
this time from the film certification appellate
tribunal.the new committee is hoped to bring
more transparency, even bringing in audience
feedback while screening films. the 45-year-
old, who hails from gwalior, tells deccan
chronicle that it's “a very exciting thing to
direct a film,” and recalls that it was a difficult,
rewarding experience.
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Thus, the film projects desires on to women:
want to have sexy, slutty things, want to have

sex, and want to do things that women are
told they can't do. The burkhabecomes the
feminine object that denies the male gaze,
and the narrative inLipstickallows us to see
how women on the ground have resisted

men's gaze before. A seemingly devastating
joke is made in the film: if the burkhais the
female symbol of a woman's repressions, is
the burkhathe source of the oppression of

women? It's clear that the answer is an
emphatic yes, but this doesn't make the

existence of the burkhaany less needful. If the
liberation of women from oppression and from
being looked at is as much of a need as it is a
desire, then why is the burkhaneeded? These
questions, which are the basis of feminism,

are answers that feminists have sought. Over
the years, I have been part of a number of

meetings and panel discussions with feminists
who end up, in the current political climate,
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being labelled, and quite rightly so, as
transphobic, cissexist, and otherwise bigoted.

This is the first time I have heard so many
women speak about the necessity of the

burkhaas being of mutual benefit for women
and as one that allows for a refusal of the
male gaze that creates the alienation of

women. But we are always willing to give a
helping hand to filmmaker. So lets bring a

singing competition and see where it takes us.
Vivek Agnihotri was from the first batch, and
he has done a brilliant job on bringing this
brilliant movie to life on the silver screen,

which we all are excitedly awaiting. I hope the
judges choose him to be the one who sings

the songs in the movie. 5ec8ef588b
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